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Abstract
The goal of this project is to create a better learning environment for those with hearing
disabilities. This is accomplished by creating a device that is portable and can take in an input of
speech from both the professor and the students. Converting speech to text should have an
accuracy of at least seventyfive percent, and have a conversion time of less than thirty seconds
from when the speaker finishes a statement to when words are outputted. This device should also
be able to wirelessly display converted text via projector.

* This material is based in part upon work supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant
Number CBET1401507. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this
material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the NSF.

1.

Introduction

The Speech to Overhead Text Display system is a device used to convert spoken word to
text and display it via a wireless system in the classroom. Every student should be given the
same opportunities to learn, regardless of any disabilities that they may have. Students with
hearing disabilities may not have that same opportunity even when sitting in front of the class,
the lecture may not be clearly audible. If they have to focus all of their attention on figuring out
what the professor is saying, they may not be able to focus on the material itself, making it
harder to learn. Currently these students can read handwritten/printed notes from either the
professor or another student, but they are missing out on everything the professor says that is not
in the notes and also any questions the other students may have.
This project is meant to solve the problems that students have with learning when they
have hearing disabilities. A system that displays text of everything that the professor is saying
will fix these problems by letting the student read the lecture instead of listen to it. Our system is
able to listen to whoever is speaking, process the audio signal, then wirelessly send the text to a
projector that is in the room.
In previous work, there have been devices that convert speech to text, but these devices
do not recognize the entire English language. Some of these devices are programed to only know
certain words, because the device does not need to know every word. There have also been some
devices that are handheld devices to pick up speech from only one person and then display that
text.
In Section 2, the previous work in speech to text devices will be examined. Section 3,
will elaborate on the requirements needed for this device. The various design options pertaining
to both hardware and software will be explained in Section 4. For Section 5, the final design
approach, including the flowcharts and each subdevice, will be discussed. Section 6, is the
conclusion. The parts that were used in the device will be listed in Section 7. Section 8 will be
additional information. The various references will be listed in section 9. Finally in section 10,
the approval will be stated.
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2.

Previous Work

2.1 SpeechtoText Display Device Method and Display Device for
Converting Text to Speech
FIG. 1

LG Electronics Inc. patented a device and
method, which employs a storage unit to store the
voice data from a microphone, a processor to
translate the voice data into text, a sensor unit to
detect user input to the display unit, and a display
unit to display the text. The figure to the right (Fig. 1)
shows the setup of their device.
Their patent mentions the use of a sensor for
touch/motion detection. We will not be utilizing any
touch/motion detection, and will consequently not
need a sensor unit.
[262]

2.2 Speech and Text Conversion in
Handheld Device
FIG. 2

Gateway, Inc. has patented a device which uses a
receiver to route voice to text communications to a
speechtotextprocessor and then displays the text on a
handheld device. Their device also has a speaker that can
playback the audio, which required them to use a
digitaltoanalog converter in order to output the signal,
which they had digitally stored. Fig. 2 on the right shows the
relationship between these units.
The capability to have audio playback is not part of
the requirements for our device. Therefore, we will not need
a digitaltoanalog converter to playback the system. Their patent indicates that their receiver
pertains to integrated cellular modems. our device will also use one to send the signal to the
wireless receiver connected to our projector. Our device is not handheld as this one, but it is
small and compact enough to ensure portability. 
[262]
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2.3

SpeechtoText Conversion System

Display Apparatus Equipped with Speech
Synthesis Method
Kyocera Corporation has patented a display
apparatus that uses speech synthesis. The device uses a
storage unit to store the text information, a display unit to
display the text information, and a speech synthesizer for
converting speech to text. Fig. 3 on the right is a flowchart
for the device.
[386]
Our device differs from this device because our device does
not require any network activity for requiring speech to text
information.

2.4

Speech to Text Conversion Communication System

Harris Corporation has patented a
communication system and method designed to
convert speech to text. It multiplexes the speech
signal into a text message and wirelessly transmits
this signal to a second device which demultiplexes
the text message. The text message is then displayed
simultaneously with the corresponding speech, which
is broadcast via an audio output transducer.
[983]
Our device does not store or output the speech
signal,
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3.

Requirements

There were defined requirements this project included in order to accomplish the
objective of the client. Primary requirements were necessary components of the project.
Secondary requirements were elements which could be added if time allotted. Constraints were
needed in order to meet clients requests.

3.1

Primary Requirements
● ∙ Device should have portable capabilities

Hardware:
● At least 8Gb of ram
● 120Gb of memory
● Contain a processor that runs at a minimum speed of 1.6 GHz
● Device should plug into 120V outlet
Inputs:
● Directional microphone to capture speech
Software:
● 
Software converts input audio signal to text
● Converts the speech to text at an average accuracy rate of at least 75%
● Should display the text no longer than 30 second after it is spoken
● Software should run as soon as the device boots up
Outputs:
● Projector should connect to the device wirelessly
● Displays converted text through projector

3.2

Secondary Requirements

Build a microphone array that is able to take in the best signal of spoken word from either
the audience or primary speaker to convert it into text, rather than using a standalone
microphone. This microphone array should contain a minimum of 8 microphones.
Due to lack of time, and the lack of knowledge that a microphone array will improve the
accuracy, we were not able to complete the microphone array.

3.3

Constraints

The only thing that could cause problems for our device is white noise. White noise is
any outside noise like air flow
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4.

Design Options

The different design options we considered varied in the following; hardware selection,
software, microphone type, power sources, displays. These options were either sifted through or
experimented with.

4.1

Different
Microphone Type(s)


Microphone Type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Cardioid

● Channel separation
capabilities
● Good at picking out a
single voice and
rejecting the rest

● Would need multiple
microphones for the
instructor and the
audience
● Does not pick up
noises well from the
side which would
limit the movement of
the instructor

Omnidirectional

● Would only need one
microphone to detect
audio from both the
instructor and the
audience.
● Normally smaller and
have a lower profile.
● Allows the instructor
to move around while
staying in the range of
the microphone.
● Allows the instructor
to move around with
less chance of
stepping into a
feedback zone.
● Lower distortion
levels.

● No channel separation
to differentiate direct
and indirect sounds.
● Will pick up more
background noise
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Bidirectional

● Useful for isolating
one voice.
● Can cover both the
instructor and the
audience

● Less sensitive to
sounds coming from
the side, which would
limit the movement of
the instructor.

Eveterry21.wordpress.com

Cardioid (Directional)

www.studyblue.com

Omnidirectional
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Bidirectional mic pickup pattern

www.harmonycentral.com

Bidirectional
In the end, we decided on using a microphone that has the capabilities of all three
options. We decided on this microphone because it gives us more options if we change our mind
on the way we will use the microphone.

4.2

Hardware Selection
4.2.1 SpeechtoText DSP Chip Selection: DSP Chip TDA7590
This device or similar devices were considered because they contain the following
properties; Echo cancellation, Noise cancellation, Speech recognition, Speech synthesis,
Access to external RAM (16Mw) through expansion port, Large onboard memory (128k
Words24 bit) 
[DSP]
However, we did not go with this selection due to the lack of availability as well
as how expensive one of the only available options were.

4.2.2 Raspberry Pi 2
Similar to that of a micro computer, the raspberry pi 2 has the following
properties; 900 MHz Broadcom BCM2836 Arm7 Quad Core Processor, 1GB RAM4 x
USB 2 ports, Full size HDMI, Micro USB power source, with 400 mAh. 
[Pi]
We originally went with the Raspberry Pi 2 as our hardware selection but found
out it did not have the necessary amount of computing power we needed in order to
convert speech to text in real time.
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4.3

Software Considerations
4.3.1

Operating system Ubuntu 15.10:
We decided to use Linux as the operating system for our hardware because it is
more efficient than windows in fulfilling our applications requirements. Also the software
we are using is specifically made for Linux, so this made choosing Linux as our operating
system a logical choice.
4.3.2

Pocketsphinx
The software we decided to use is called Pocketsphinx. Pocketsphinx is an open
source speech to text software that takes an input that is a single channel audio signal
with a 16 kHz sample rate. This software then splits the waveform on utterances, and
uses an acoustic model, phonetic dictionary, and a language model to convert speech into
text. An acoustic model contains acoustic properties for each senone. A phonetic
dictionary contains a mapping from words to phones. Finally, a language model is used to
restrict the word search. 
[FAQ]
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5.
5.1

Final Design Approach
How it all works (FlowChart)
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5.2

Our project overview

In the end, after some hardware and software considerations it decided upon the
following.

5.3

Intel NUC

A mini pc that contains the following; 6th generation Intel i5 processor with support up to
32Gb of primary memory. A secondary storage capacity of 250Gb with internal ssd,with built in
wireless and bluetooth connection, along with 4x USB 3.0 ports (1x with charging capable)
support. 
[NUC]
A greater processor and ram was needed in order to convert speech in faster amounts of
time, which was more than what the raspberry pi had. Decreasing the average conversion time
from 6.5 minutes down to roughly 0.51.5 minutes. Time varies based upon how long the user’s
utterances are.

5.4
Microphone

The Microphone we used is a Blue Microphones Yeti USB Microphone. This
microphone has a sampling rate of 48kHz, and a bit rate of 16bits. It requires 5V and 150mA of
power. The Yeti has multiple directional capabilities including: Cardioid, Bidirectional,
Omnidirectional, and Stereo. Another feature that is very beneficial about this microphone is the
adjustable gain. 
[Yeti]

5.5
Wireless system

Our wireless transmitter that we used in order to send our converted text terminal to our
projector is an IOGEAR Wireless Hdmi Transmitter/Receiver Kit GWHD11. This device is
lightweight and compact, only 3.8x3.8x1.5 inches, and weighs 5.6 ounces. It supports video
resolutions of 480p, 720p, and 1080p. It also has the capabilities of doing wireless uncompressed
HD 1080p audio/video streaming with 3D support up to 30ft. The best part of about this wireless
system is that no software or driver installation needed. 
[IOGEAR]

5.6

Projector

The projector that we decided to use is a ViewSonic PJD5155 LightStream SVGA Home
Entertainment Projector. This particular projector features 3300 lumens. This was chosen
because we wanted a projector that would be able to work and be seen well in a room with the
lights on. The resolution is native SVGA 800 x 600. The projector has multiple connectivity
capabilities including: HDMI, 2 x VGA, Composite Video, SVideo, 1 x VGA output, Audio
in/out, Mini USB and RS232. 
[Proj]
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5.7
Pocketsphinx

5.7.1 What is Pocketsphinx
Pocketsphinx is an open source speech recognition software developed by
Carnegie Mellon University. Its input is a single channel audio signal with a 16 kHz
sample rate. It splits the waveform based on utterances. The system uses an acoustic
model, phonetic dictionary, and a language model to convert speech into text. An
acoustic model contains acoustic properties for each senone. A phonetic dictionary
contains a mapping from words to phones, while the language model is used to restrict
word search 
[Tool]
5.7.2 Basic Concepts of Speech
The basic building blocks of sounds are phones, triphones, senones and
utterances. Phones are classes of sounds. The acoustic properties of a phone can sound
different based on context, speaker, and the style of speech.Some phones can sound
different depending on what word they are part of. Phones in context are called
Triphones.Senones are detectors for triphones. Utterances are formed by nonlinguistic
sounds. They are generally pauses, or filler words like “um, uh, etc..”. 
[Basic]

6.
Conclusion

The speech to overhead text display device is very beneficial to the future of teaching for
those with hearing disabilities. This system solves the problem of those students that can not hear
very well. It will allow those students to be able to read what the professor/students say instead.
By being able to read what the professor is saying, the students will be able to have any
questions that were asked in the class.
Overall, the speech to overhead text display system makes classes easier for those with
hearing impairments, and even those who are taking notes and they did not catch what the
professor said.

7.
Parts List

● Mini PC—Intel® NUC Kit NUC6i5SYH
● Samsung 850 EVO 250 GB M.2 SSD (MZN5E250BW)
● Crucial CT2KIT102464BF160B 16GB Kit DDR31600 MT/s 204Pin SODIMM
Notebook Memory
● Blue Microphones Yeti USB Microphone
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● ViewSonic PJD5155 LightStream SVGA Home Entertainment Projector
● IOGEAR Wireless Hdmi Transmitter/Receiver Kit GWHD11

8.
More Information
For more information on this and other adaptive technology projects at the North Dakota
State University Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, contact:
Samee Khan, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Samee.Khan@ndsu.edu
Phone: 701
231
7615
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